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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
LAC COURTE OREILLES BAND OF LAKE 
SUPERIOR CHIPPEWA INDIANS, RED CLIFF 
BAND OF LAKE SUPERIOR CHIPPEWA INDIANS; 
SOKAOGON CHIPPEWA INDIAN COMMUNITY, 
MOLE LAKE BAND OF WISCONSIN; ST. CROIX 
CHIPPEWA INDIANS OF WISCONSIN; BAD 
RIVER BAND OF THE LAKE SUPERIOR CHIPPEWA 
INDIANS; and LAC DU FLAMBEAU BAND OF LAKE 
SUPERIOR CHIPPEWA INDIANS, 
 

Plaintiffs, 
v.          Case No. 74-C-313-C 
 
STATE OF WISCONSIN, WISCONSIN NATURAL 
RESOURCES BOARD; CATHY STEPP; 
KURT THIEDE; and TODD SCHALLER, 
 

  Defendants.      
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM 
JUDGMENT 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 Rule 60(b)(5) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure states that “[o]n motion and just 

terms, the court may relieve a party or its legal representative from a final judgment . . . [if] 

applying it prospectively is no longer equitable.”  The U.S. Supreme Court has held that for a 

Rule 60(b)(5) motion to be granted, the moving party bears the burden of demonstrating that “a 

significant change in circumstances warrants revision of the decree.”  Rufo v. Inmates of Suffolk 

Cnty. Jail, 502 U.S. 367, 383 (1992).  The change relied on by the moving party may be to 

factual conditions, statutory law, or decisional law.  Agostini v. Felton, 521 U.S. 203, 215 (1997).   

If the moving party carries its burden of proving a significant change in circumstances, 

however, the court is required to grant relief from the final judgment.  Horne v. Flores, 557 U.S. 
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433, 447 (2009) (“a court abuses its discretion ‘when it refuses to modify an injunction or 

consent decree in light of such changes’”); Agostini, 521 U.S. at 215 (same).  The relief provided 

must be “suitably tailored to the changed circumstance.”  Thus, if the modification proposed by 

the movant does not fit this standard, the court must craft its own modifications.  Rufo, 502 U.S. 

at 383; Horne, 557 U.S. at 447. 

In this case, the Tribes filed their amended Rule 60(b)(5) motion on March 1, 2013.  In 

doing so, they sought to modify that portion of the final judgment in Lac Courte Oreilles Band of 

Lake Superior Chippewa Indians v. Wisconsin, 775 F. Supp. 321, 324 (W.D. Wis. 1991), which 

held that Wisconsin could impose a complete ban on all off-reservation nighttime deer hunting.  

The Tribes argued that, among other things, the State’s seven-year program to eradicate chronic 

wasting disease (CWD) by shooting deer at night, as well as its 2012 law authorizing members 

of the public to shoot wolves at night using high caliber weapons, constituted changed 

circumstances.  While this court disagreed, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit 

reversed.  Lac Courte Oreilles Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians v. Wisconsin, 769 F.3d 

543, 549 (7th Cir. 2014). 

The Seventh Circuit held that “as the record stands the evidence presented by the tribes 

that night hunting for deer in the ceded territory is unlikely to create a serious safety problem 

provides a compelling reason for vacating the 1991 judgment that prohibited Indians from 

hunting deer at night in that territory.”  Id. See also id. at 547 (“on the present record there is 

scant reason to think that safety concerns justify forbidding Indians to hunt deer at night”); id. at 

548 (“Greater experience with deer hunting suggests that a total ban is no longer (if it ever was) 

necessary to ensure public safety”).  Because the Tribes satisfied their burden of proving 
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changed circumstances, the Seventh Circuit noted that “[t]he burden of production should be 

placed on the state” if it wished to continue to contest the Tribes’ motion.  Id. at 549.  

On remand, the State chose not to present any additional evidence.  In its November 17, 

2014 submission to this Court, the State admitted that in doing so it was conceding that changed 

circumstances existed.  Docket No. 398 at 2 (“[r]egarding the Seventh Circuit opinion, the State 

understands that opinion to have reversed this Court’s changed-circumstances ruling . . . the 

State does not request another evidentiary hearing or to submit additional testimony”).  

Consequently, the only question that remains before the Court is how the final judgment should 

be modified in response to those changed circumstances.  As noted above, this Court must 

determine if the Tribes’ proposal “is suitably tailored to the changed circumstance,” or, if 

instead, some other modification should be adopted by this Court.  Accord Docket No. 398 (“the 

State anticipates presenting argument on what additions should be made to the Tribes’ proposed 

regulations to protect the public from safety hazards associated with nighttime deer hunting”). 

In making this determination, it is important to remember that State authority to regulate 

Indian treaty rights is extremely limited.  Limitations on such rights are only permitted if they are 

“reasonable and necessary to prevent or ameliorate a substantial risk to the public health or 

safety,” if those limitations are “the least restrictive alternative available to accomplish the public 

safety purpose” and if those limitations “do not discriminate against the Indians.”  Lac Courte 

Oreilles Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians v. Wisconsin, 668 F. Supp. 1233, 1239 (W.D. 

Wis. 1987) (“LCO IV”); Lac Courte Oreilles Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians v. 

Wisconsin, 740 F. Supp. 1400, 1421-22 (W.D. Wis. 1990); see also Dep’t of Game of Wash. v. 

Puyallup Tribe, 414 U.S. 44, 45 (1973) (holding that ban on net fishing by both Indians and non-

Indians was discriminatory, because the Puyallup preferred net fishing to hook-and-line fishing).  
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Because of this standard, and because modifications to a final judgment must be “suitably 

tailored” to the changed circumstances, this Court must review the Tribes’ regulations side-by-

side with the State’s chronic wasting disease (CWD) shooting program and the 2012 nighttime 

wolf hunt.  Both of these programs were adequate to protect public safety, see Pre-Trial 

Statement, Stipulated Facts ¶¶ 120, 160 (hereinafter, “Stipulated Facts”) (noting that there were 

no hunting incidents under either of these programs), and in any event, imposing requirements on 

Tribal-member-hunters that were not imposed on State employees/hunters would be 

discriminatory.   

The Tribes’ proposed nighttime hunting regulations have gone through multiple revisions 

as additional information on the State programs has been acquired, and as the Tribes engaged in 

good faith efforts to resolve this matter without further litigation.  See Stipulated Facts ¶ 1 

(noting that the Tribes have negotiated in good faith).  The Tribes made revisions to their 

proposed regulations in the fall of 2012, prior to issuing Commission Order 2012-05 (Pl. Exh. 1); 

Stipulated Facts ¶¶ 192-96.  Following the preliminary injunction hearing in December 2012, 

the Tribes made additional changes to their proposed rules in an attempt to address the State’s 

professed safety concerns.  Stipulated Facts ¶ 197.  In conjunction with their March 1, 2013 

motion, the Tribes filed a set of Revised Regulations with this Court, which contained the 

regulatory scheme they sought to conduct nighttime deer hunting under.  Pl. Exh. 2.   

After the U.S. Supreme Court denied certiorari in this matter, the parties attempted one 

more time to resolve their differences through negotiation, but were unsuccessful.  The Tribes 

did, however, review the concerns stated by the State’s expert witnesses during the five-day 

evidentiary hearing in this matter, and they have proposed a few additional adjustments to their 

regulations (the “Final Revised Regulations”).  The Final Revised Regulations are attached as 
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Exhibit C to the Affidavit of Kekek Jason Stark.1  These regulations are “suitably tailored” to the 

changed circumstances that necessitate modifying the final judgment in this case, and the Tribes 

should be authorized to conduct a nighttime deer hunting program in accordance with their 

terms. 

I. BACKGROUND:  GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF HUNTING SAFETY 
 
 The State of Wisconsin teaches all of its hunters that there are four basic principles of 

hunting safety.  Those principles, known as TAB-K, are as follows: 

Treat every firearm as if it were loaded. 
Always point the muzzle in a safe direction. 
Be sure of your target and what is beyond. 
Keep your finger outside the trigger guard until ready to shoot. 

 
Pl. Exh. 8 at 21; Tr. 2-A-67 to -69.  All hunting incidents would be eliminated if hunters followed 

these four basic principles.  Tr. 2-A-71 (testimony of Chris McGeshick).  See also Tr. 5-P-8 

(testimony of Timothy Lawhern, admitting that hunting incidents would be “drastically reduced” 

if hunters followed these four principles).   

 Three out of the four TAB-K principles provide instructions regarding handling of a 

weapon.  There is good reason for this.  Thirty to fifty percent of all hunting incidents within the 

State are self-inflicted.  Tr. 2-A-71 to -72, 4-A-287 to -288, 5-P-10.  These “single party” 

accidents occur because of the improper handling of a firearm.  Additionally, many incidents that 

are “two party” accidents arise from the same core problem (e.g., a hunter slips and shoots a 

member of his hunting party in the back).  Tr. 2-A-71 to -72.  It is universally believed that 

regulations cannot mitigate the number of these self-inflicted injuries.  Both the State and the 

Tribes attempt to reduce daytime accidents caused by mishandling a firearm through hunter 

education; a significant portion of the basic hunter safety course offered in Wisconsin covers the 

                                                            
1 These regulations were provided to the State on June 25, 2015. 
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proper handling of firearms.  But the number of these accidents appears to remain rather 

constant.2  

None of the witnesses who testified at the evidentiary hearing in this case claimed that 

the risks associated with mishandling a firearm are greater for nighttime hunters.  Still, the Final 

Revised Regulations attempt to mitigate the risk of such accidents by allowing only highly 

skilled hunters to participate in their nighttime deer hunting program.  As described in Section II 

below, only those persons who complete the 12-hour advanced hunter safety training course, and 

qualify by passing a stringent marksmanship test at night will be permitted to engage in 

nighttime deer hunting. 

The final principle of hunting safety is to “Be sure of your target and beyond.”  This 

mandate applies to both daytime and nighttime hunting.  Tr. 2-A-79.  For day hunters, the State 

has not imposed any hunting regulations to reduce this risk other than the requirement that 

during the nine-day deer-gun season, hunters must wear blaze orange attire.  While a bullet can 

travel just as far in the daytime as it can at night, and even though it is impossible for most 

hunters to see the one-quarter mile a bullet can travel, the State has not required its hunters, 

through regulatory requirements, to pre-scout locations, to ensure they have an adequate 

backstop, or to take other safety precautions.3  Tr. 4-A-280.  This is true even though there are 

far more people engaged in recreational activities on the land during the day than at night.  

Instead of increased regulation, this is yet another area that is addressed by the State through 

hunter safety education.   

                                                            
2 State expert Timothy Lawhern made this point in a harsher manner when he said:  “you can’t 
fix stupid.”  Tr. 5-P-10 to -11. 
3 For example, Timothy Lawhern testified that approximately 50% of all two-party incidents 
involve deer drives.  Despite this, neither the Wisconsin DNR nor the legislature has taken any 
steps to regulate deer drives.  Tr. 5-P-11 to -14.  See also 2-A-73 to -79 (testimony of Chris 
McGeshick). 
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The need for hunters to be sure of both their target and what lies beyond that target is 

heightened at night because darkness limits visibility.  Tr. 2-A-79 to -80.  Despite this, the State 

never promulgated any regulations to govern its seven-year nighttime shooting operation for the 

CWD program.  Instead, it simply created policies or protocols that did not have the force of law 

and were not evenly applied.  The 2012 nighttime wolf hunting regulations contained only one 

requirement designed to mitigate this visibility risk.  Hunters were required to shoot from a 

stationary position because it was believed that with this requirement, “shooting opportunities 

are more likely to occur in directions where the hunter has been able to anticipate and avoid 

possible unsafe shooting scenarios.”  Pl. Exh. 121 at Board Order WM-09-12(E), page 6.  The 

State “anticipated that this extra precaution will help assure public safety.”  Id. 

The Tribes, on the other hand, have not relied solely on hunter safety education, 

unenforceable policies, or regulations to reduce this risk.  Rather, the Final Revised Regulations 

establish a detailed regulatory scheme designed to ensure that Tribal-member hunters do know 

their target and what is beyond that target prior to shooting. The provisions adopted to reduce 

this risk are discussed in Sections III and IV below.  Still, there are many issues that are better 

addressed in training rather than via regulation.  Hunter safety education has proven to be very 

effective in reducing hunting incidents.  Since 1989, there has been a 70% reduction in the 

number of hunting related incidents in the State.  Pl. Exh. 133 (2012 Hunting Incident Report 

showing the downward trend of hunting incidents as well as the fact that in 1989 there were 

more than 100 hunting related incidents, while in 2012, there were just 28 incidents state-wide); 

Tr. 4-A-282; Pl. Exh. 8 at 19.  In considering the State’s proposals for additional regulatory 

requirements, this Court must be mindful of whether these requirements were also imposed on 
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non-Tribal State hunters, and whether these requirement are best left to training rather than 

regulations. 

 
II. TRIBAL REGULATIONS LIMIT NIGHTTIME DEER HUNTING TO EXPERT 

HUNTERS 
 

No person may engage in nighttime deer hunting pursuant to the Tribes’ Revised 

Regulations unless he or she has obtained a permit for that particular purpose.  Final Revised 

Regulations § 6.20(1).  To obtain a nighttime deer hunting permit, in addition to completing the 

basic hunting safety course that all Tribal hunters born after January 1, 1977 are required to take,  

Tr. 2-A-89 to -90 (testimony of Chris McGeshick), Tribal members must also (1) complete an 

advanced hunter safety training course, and (2) pass a marksmanship proficiency examination.  

Final Revised Regulations § 6.20(1) & (7).  See also Tr. 1-A-71 (testimony of Kekek Stark).  

These requirements apply to every hunter seeking a nighttime deer hunting permit, even if the 

Tribal member has U.S. military or law enforcement experience, and regardless of any other 

certifications or courses that the Tribal member may have previously taken.  Final Revised 

Regulations § 6.20(7); Tr. 2-A-91 (testimony of Chris McGeshick).   

The advanced hunter safety training course will be a two-day course with a minimum of 

12-hours of instruction.  A significant portion of the advanced hunter safety training course will 

consist of an interactive PowerPoint prezi presentation.  Use of this presentation will ensure that 

every Tribal member seeking to participate in nighttime deer hunting will receive the same basic 

safety information, and the same description of the legal requirements contained in the Final 

Revised Regulations.  Tr. 2-A-91 to -92.  In addition, each course participant will receive a 

handbook developed by the Tribes.  A draft of this handbook was admitted as Plaintiffs’ Exhibit 

5 during the evidentiary hearing in this case.  Among other things, this handbook describes the 
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Tribal regulatory requirements in plain English, reviews hunting safety principles, and discusses 

proper shot placement for deer hunting.4   

After taking this training course, Tribal members will be required to pass a marksmanship 

qualification shooting exam.  The shoot will take place at night, and Tribal members will be 

required to hit 8 out of 10 shots fired within a 6 ¼ inch bulls eye at a distance of 100 yards.  

Final Revised Regulations § 6.20(7); Tr. 2-A-95 to -96; Tr. 1-A-90 to -91.  The 100-yard 

distance was chosen because this is the maximum distance a shot may be taken under the Tribes’ 

Revised Regulations.  Final Revised Regulations § 6.20(1); Tr. 2-A-96.  The target size – 6 ¼ 

inches – is smaller than the target used for CWD marksmanship qualification shoots and for 

Wisconsin conservation warden proficiency exams, both of which occurred only during the day.  

Tr. 2-A-95, 2-A-97 to -100; Pl. Exh. 75.  Tribal members will be required to qualify with the 

weapon they are going to utilize for hunting deer at night.  Tr. 2-A-95. 

The State’s experts disagreed about whether these requirements were sufficient.  Randall 

Stark did not offer any opinions that the Tribe’s training program and marksmanship test were 

insufficient.  Tr. 4-A-223. Timothy Lawhern, however, stated that he was concerned with the 

adequacy of training and safety instructions.  While he admitted that the “tribes have graciously 

implemented a good portion of the things that I have submitted [to be included within their 

program]”5 he “encouraged them to take all of [his] advice,” which would consist of allowing 

him to “attend this training” and “maybe even if it’s necessary, train their trainers . . . [on] how 
                                                            
4 If this Court grants the Tribe’s Rule 60(b)(5) motion, the handbook will be updated to include 
changes made to the Tribe’s regulations since the evidentiary hearing in this matter.   
5 At the suggestion of Mr. Lawhern, the Tribes developed a handbook to distribute to Tribal 
members at their advanced hunter safety course, see Pl. Exh. 5, even though no handbook ever 
existed for the CWD program while it was operational. The Tribes’ handbook was developed 
using Mr. Lawhern’s 2007 rifle marksmanship presentation, see Plaintiffs’ Exhibit 4, as a 
starting point, and incorporated all of the relevant information from that document.  Tr. 2-A-93 
to -93 (testimony of Chris McGeshick); Tr. 5-P-19 to -20 (testimony of Timothy Lawhern). 
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to deliver this program correctly.”  Tr. 5-A-118 to -119.  See also Tr. 5-P-24 (“I actually need to 

not only work with [Mr. McGeshick] to create the course but also monitor the course when it’s 

being delivered.  And I think in a perfect scenario, I’d actually train him in order to do that, 

which is train the people that would deliver this course”).  This opinion only demonstrates Mr. 

Lawhern’s narcissism; it is otherwise unsupported.   

There is no evidence in the record that the Tribes lack the capacity to successfully 

implement their training program.  GLIFWC is the inter-tribal agency that regulates the Tribes’ 

usufructuary rights.  It was formed in 1984, just a few years prior to the original deer trial.  Reich 

v. GLIFWC, 4 F.3d 490, 492 (7th Cir. 1993).   Over the past 30 years GLIFWC has gained 

experience and significantly expanded its capabilities.  See, e.g., Tr. 3-P-23 (testimony of James 

Zorn describing the growth of GLIFWC’s Conservation Enforcement Division).  GLIFWC 

currently has more than twenty-five conservation officers.  Tr. 4-A-107.  Some of these 

conservation officers previously worked with the Wisconsin DNR, while others have hunted deer 

at night on the reservation their entire lives.  See, e.g., Tr. 4-A-108 to -110 (testimony of 

GLIFWC Chief Warden Fred Maulson, who began shooting deer at night on the Lac du 

Flambeau Reservation when he was eight years old); Tr. 4-A-192 (testimony of Thomas 

Kroeplin, who worked as a conservation warden for the Wisconsin DNR for 27 years before 

joining GLIFWC).  No evidence was admitted that could establish that GLIFWC cannot properly 

implement a nighttime deer hunting training program. 

Additionally, the prezi presentation that will form the core of the Tribes’ training 

program has been designed by Chris McGeshick, a man who is uniquely qualified to create a 

training program for nighttime deer hunters.  Mr. McGeshick has served as a local law 

enforcement officer, a Wisconsin DNR conservation warden, warden supervisor and section 
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chief, and a GLIFWC conservation warden.  Tr. 2-A-48 to -49.  As an employee of the 

Wisconsin DNR, he frequently taught not only hunter education classes, but he also trained 

conservation wardens and law enforcement officers on how to properly use their duty weapons.  

Tr. 2-A-54; Tr. 5-P-23 to -24.  In addition to his professional training and work experience, Mr. 

McGeshick has almost 40 years of personal experience shooting deer at night.   Tr. 2-A-52 to -53 

(testifying that he shot his first deer at night on the Sokaogon Chippewa reservation when he was 

11 years old); Tr. 2-A-53 (testifying that he began shooting deer at night in Michigan’s Upper 

Peninsula – within the 1842 ceded territory – in 2008); Tr. 2-A-51 (testifying that he participated 

in the State’s nighttime CWD shooting program in March 2003).  No one who testified at the 

evidentiary hearing in this case had as much nighttime deer hunting experience as Mr. 

McGeshick.  In fact, the only time Mr. Lawhern ever shot deer at night was through his limited 

participation in the CWD program in 2002 and 2003.  Tr. 5-P-16 to -18.  See also Prelim. Inj. 

Tr., 2nd day at 6-7 (testimony of Timothy Lawhern, stating that “my experience is that while I 

had never done it [that is, shooting deer at night] prior to CWD shooting, I had witnessed it.  But 

under the CWD Program, I actually had the opportunity to do that . . .”).6   

The requirements for Tribal hunters under the Final Revised Regulations are more 

stringent than those used for Wisconsin’s CWD program or for the 2012 public wolf hunt.  The 

State’s 2012 wolf hunting regulations allowed any member of the general public to apply for a 

license that if obtained (through a lottery), would authorize them to shoot a wolf at night.  There 

was no requirement that license holders take an advanced hunter safety course or pass a 

marksmanship proficiency test.  Wolf hunters were simply required to complete the basic 

                                                            
6 As Chris McGeshick aptly noted, “to have Mr. Lawhern . . . come and teach a class to us Native 
Americans on nighttime hunting safety, I don’t think he would have the credibility that I would 
have as an instructor . . .”  Tr. 5-P-66. 
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hunting safety course that all Wisconsin hunters are required to complete before obtaining a 

license to shoot any game.  This basic hunting safety course does not include any information on 

nighttime hunting.   

With respect to the Wisconsin CWD program, some sort of marksmanship course appears 

to have been offered to most program shooters. But for nearly the entirety of the program – 

between 2002 and 20067 -- there were no teaching materials for this course.  And the course was 

not even mentioned in any of the CWD protocols, let alone described.  Pl. Exh. 67 to 71.  Since 

the CWD marksmanship course changed over time and was not in writing, it is impossible to 

determine exactly how it was administered over the life of the program.  It appears, however, 

that for most of the CWD program, the classroom instruction component was a half day.   Tr. at 

2-A-101; Tr. 2-P-80.  The remaining time – 1 ½ or 2 ½ days – was devoted to shooting at the 

range.  During some years of the CWD program, the participants were required to qualify by 

hitting three shots within an 8-inch target at 100 yards.  Tr. 2-P-81.  At other times, there does 

not appear to have been any shooting qualification required.  Pl. Exh. 77 (“Originally the basic 

CWD rifle marksmanship course was designed to train and qualify each shooter through a 

standardized written test and practical shooting test. . . . The standards were high and resulted in 

elimination of the ‘qualification’ aspect of the program.” And later:  “This program must come 

up with a standard qualification”).  See also Tr. 2-A-103 to -104.  No shooting took place at 

night under this course.   

                                                            
7 In 2006, Mr. Lawhern began teaching the marksmanship course.  He developed a lengthy 
powerpoint presentation for use in the course.  Changes have been made to the powerpoint since 
it was used in the CWD program, however, and apparently no version of the presentation that 
was actually used in the CWD program is available.  The powerpoint presentation, as 
subsequently revised, is Plaintiffs’ Exhibit 4.  See also Tr. 2-A-93 to -94. 
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All CWD shooters did not take this marksmanship course.  The program’s practice was to 

exempt certain persons, such as conservation wardens and law enforcement personnel, without 

even inquiring as to whether these individuals had nighttime shooting experience or training.  

See, e.g., Tr. 2-A-100 (testimony of Chris McGeshick noting that he was not required to take a 

marksmanship course to shoot in the CWD program).  Other persons who shot in the program 

never took the course, even though it is not clear why this occurred.  See, e.g., Tr. 3-A-80 to -81 

(testimony of Brad Koele, who shot in the Wisconsin CWD program for several nights in 2002, 

when he was employed as an Assistant Big Game Specialist for the Wisconsin DNR, admitting 

that even though he had never shot deer at night before, and even though he had never been a law 

enforcement officer or a conservation warden, he did not take a marksmanship training course or 

proficiency exam before shooting in the CWD program).  

The Final Revised Regulations require that Tribal members complete an advanced hunter 

safety course and marksmanship proficiency exam prior to obtaining a nighttime deer hunting 

permit.  No such requirement existed for the 2012 wolf regulations, and the Tribes’ course and 

exam are more stringent than what was implemented during the State’s CWD program.  The 

Tribes’ requirements mitigate risk, and they are “suitably tailored” to the change in 

circumstances prompted by Wisconsin’s nighttime hunting programs. 

III. REQUIRING SHOOTING PLANS AND THE USE OF A LIGHT 
SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCES RISK 

 
  Under the Tribes’ Final Revised Regulations, a Tribal member may not engage in 

nighttime hunting unless he has drafted a shooting plan for that particular area.  Pl. Exh. 6 

(shooting plan form).  These shooting plans are designed to ensure that Tribal members comply 

with the third principle of firearm safety:  Know your target and what lies beyond.  Tribal-
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member shooting plans under the Final Revised Regulations must satisfy a number of 

requirements: 

 the shooting plan must contain an “X” indicating the stationary location that the Tribal 
member will stand on while engaging in nighttime deer hunting, see Final Revised 
Regulations § 6.20(5)(a); 
 

 the shooting plan must indicate the direction the Tribal member will discharge his/her 
weapon from that stationary position, see id.; 

 

 the shooting plan must indicate that there is an adequate backstop within 125 yards of 
the stationary position, see id.; 

 

 the shooting plan must indicate the safe zone of fire from the stationary position to the 
adequate backstop, see id.; and 

 

 the shooting plan must mark all potentially dangerous areas within one-quarter mile of 
the “safe zone of fire,” including any school zone, public landfill, public gravel pit, road, 
residence, building, dwelling, campground, public beach, public picnic area, lake or 
other waterway, ATV or snowmobile trail, open area, private property, cross country ski 
trail and hiking trial, see id. at § 6.20(5)(a)(i) – (xii). 

 

If the shooting plan submitted indicates that either the Tribal member will not be shooting from 

an elevated position, or that the Tribal member may shoot a deer that is between 51 and 100 

yards away from his/her stationary position, then this plan will only be effective if the physical 

location has also been inspected and approved (“preapproved”) by a GLIFWC conservation 

warden or an employee of the hunter’s tribal conservation department.  Final Revised 

Regulations §§ 6.01(9) & 6.20(5)(a); Tr. 2-A-85 to -85.  Said another way, all shooting plans 

must be preapproved unless the Tribal member will only shoot deer from both (1) an elevated 

position, and (2) a distance of 50 yards or less.  Id. at § 6.20(5)(b).  

 Plans that do not need to be “preapproved,” are still reviewed by GLIFWC to confirm 

that all of the above requirements are contained in the shooting plan, that no other Tribal member 

has been approved to shoot at this location (because only one shooting plan can be approved per 
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site), and that only two shooting plans have been approved per forty (40) acre parcel or every 

two hundred twenty (220) yards.  Id. at § 6.20(5)(a).  Only then can the Tribal member be issued 

a permit assuming the other provisions of the regulations have been satisfied (e.g., marksmanship 

certification). 

 Shooting plans were not required by the 2012 nighttime wolf hunting regulations; hunters 

were only required to shoot from a stationary position lure the animal through bait or calls.  

Shooting plans were used for the State’s CWD program, but the Tribes’ requirements are far 

more stringent.  The State’s CWD protocols stated that a shooting plan should be created for any 

public or private lands prior to any deer being harvested on those lands day or night.  Pl. Exh. 67 

– 71.  In 2002, the first year that the program was running, the CWD protocols indicated that the 

shooting plan should consist of a plat book page and an aerial photograph of the property.  Notes 

were supposed to be added to the aerial photograph indicating “areas where shooting will not 

occur,” and “safe firearm discharge zones.”  Pl. Exh. 67 (March 25, 2002); Pl. Exh. 68 (July 15, 

2002 CWD Protocols).  The plans did not need to indicate the location of the shooter, the 

direction of fire, the adequate backstop, or other features included in the Tribes’ regulations.  In 

2003, the CWD protocols stated only that shooting plans should consist of a basic plat book page 

and an aerial photograph of the property.  Pl. Exh. 70 (Dec. 10, 2003 CWD protocol).  In later 

years of the program, the protocols included no information about the content of shooting plans.  

Pl. Exh. 71 (Dec. 30, 2005).   

 In practice, the shooting plans for the CWD program bared even less resemblance to the 

plans that will be developed under the Tribes’ rules.  First, shooting plans were not prepared for 

all properties where shooting occurred.  For example, no shooting plans existed for any CWD 

nighttime shooting that took place in 2002.  Tr. 3-P-91 to -93 (testimony of State witness Donald 
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Bates).  While many shooting plans were created during the remaining years of the CWD 

program, a memorandum co-written by Timothy Lawhern acknowledged that through his review 

of the program “it became apparent that some of our CWD marksmen are shooting without a 

shooting plan.”  Pl. Exh. 77.  See also Pl. Exh. 93.  At times, it appears as though persons in 

charge of the CWD program were unaware that shooting plans were even required.  For 

example, Plaintiffs’ Exhibit 78 describes an incident in 2007 – the final year of the CWD 

program – where a DNR employee leaving work for the day saw a deer on the side of the road 

and shot it despite the lack of a shooting plan for the location.  This incident was documented, 

because a woman was photographing the deer at the moment it was shot, just a short distance 

from her vehicle.  The investigation into this incident somehow concluded that the shooter had 

followed all of the CWD safety procedures even though there was no shooting plan for the 

property.  Id. (“It is Wolf and Aquino’s opinion that Borsecnik followed the safety procedures 

that were in place:  he used a department issued firearm, and ammunition with fragmenting 

bullet, evaluated his backstop and made a well-placed shot”).   

 Testimony at trial also established that the majority of shooting plans actually created 

consisted only of a plat book page and an aerial photograph of the property.  No markings were 

on the majority of aerial photographs other than the location of the bait pile, if one existed.  See, 

e.g., Tr. 3-P-93 (testimony of Donald Bates).  On some aerial photographs, buildings and other 

hazards were circled in red marker or had red dots placed on top of them, presumably indicating 

locations where the shooter should not aim.  Tr. 3-P-93 (testimony of Donald Bates).  Very few 

aerial photographs indicated the safe zone of fire, the direction of fire, the backstop, or other 

safety requirements.  Tr. 3-P-93 to -94 (testimony of Donald Bates); Stipulated Facts ¶¶ 111-14 

(admitting that for 2003, the majority of shooting plans did not identify the locations from which 
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shooters were permitted to take shots, the “safe zone of fire,” the direction of fire, and the 

location of an adequate backstop).  Those more detailed shooting plans all seem to have come 

from the southeast CWD region in the later years of the program. 

 The Tribes’ Final Revised Regulations are safer because they mandate the existence of 

shooting plans for all sites where shooting will occur and require those plans to contain more 

detail than the plans used during the CWD program.  They are also safer, however, due to 

substantive differences.  First, CWD shooters were not required to hunt from a stationary 

position.  None of the protocols developed when the CWD program was operative included such 

a requirement; in fact, some of the protocols contained explicit statements to the contrary.  For 

example, the December 30, 2005 protocol states:  “You may shoot deer you see at the bait site 

when walking into a tree stand location as long as there is a safe back stop behind the deer for a 

safe shot.”  Pl. Exh. 71.8  Second, the CWD program did not indicate the maximum distance that 

should exist between the shooter and the target, and it did not indicate the maximum distance 

that should exist between the shooter and the backstop.   As noted above, the Tribes’ regulations 

require that the deer be a maximum of 100 yards away from the shooter and the backstop be 125 

yards away from the shooter.  Final Revised Regulations § 6.20(5)(a).  These requirements were 

included because 125 yards is the distance that a hunter can effectively illuminate with a light.  

Yet during the CWD program, it was not uncommon for shooters to attempt to kill deer at 

distances of 200 or 300 yards at night.  Tr. 3-P-112 to -115.  At these distances, there is much 

                                                            
8 There was a factual dispute during the evidentiary hearing as to whether shooting from moving 
vehicles occurred in the CWD program.  Forms filled out by CWD shooters included a box that 
could be checked for “Drive-Shine & Shoot,” and many shooters differentiated this conduct from 
shooting from a “Stationary Vehicle.”  Additionally, notations on some of the shooting logs 
appeared to indicate that shooting occurred from moving vehicles.  See Tr. 3-P-84 to -88.  Email 
correspondence indicated that some CWD shooting included “drive by shooting with no safety 
plans, [and] shooting from moving vehicles.” Tr. 3-P-106 to -107. 
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greater risk that the hunter will not be able to see a person or obstruction within the path of the 

bullet. 

 The CWD protocols also did not require shooters to use a light while the Final Revised 

Regulations do.  Use of a light mitigates risk for two reasons.  First, deer freeze when light is 

shined at them, which provides the hunter with a stationary target.  State witness Timothy 

Lawhern made this fact clear in his testimony: 

 Q. If you shine a light at a deer, the light causes the deer to freeze at night; correct? 
 A.  Yes, Ma’am. 
 Q. And that makes shooting the deer easier; right? 
 A. Yes, Ma’am. 

Q. Because the deer stays still, it’s frozen, and then you have an opportunity to aim 
and shoot. 

A. So much so that my experience is that while I had never done it prior to CWD 
shooting, I had witnessed it.  But under the CWD Program, I actually had the 
opportunity to do that and I was literally able to freeze a deer with a light and 
walk right up to it and shoot it within feet. 

 

Prelim. Inj. Tr., 2nd day at 6-9 (testimony of Timothy Lawhern). 

 Second, use of a light prevents misidentification of the target and ensures that no one is 

within the line of fire.  The Tribes’ regulations require that a light be used at the point of kill 

when Tribal members are hunting deer at night.  E.g., Final Revised Regulations, § 6.20(1) 

(noting that permits are to be issued only for “shining within an established safe zone of fire 

from a stationary position”) & 6.20(3)(a) (noting that “no member hunting deer at night while 

shining within an established safe zone of fire from a stationary position under this section shall 

hunt deer between one hour after sunset and one hour before sunrise except with a light”).  This 

requirement was added by the Tribes in response to the testimony of Chief Warden Randall Stark 

at the preliminary injunction hearing.  See Prelim. Inj. Tr., 1st day at 176; Second Affidavit of R. 

Stark ¶¶ 5 (Docket No. 255).  Because use of a light is now mandated, Chief Warden Stark 
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indicated that he no longer has concerns about the misidentification of a target at night by Tribal 

members.  Tr. 5-A-5 to -8. 

 Third, in the Final Revised Regulations, the Tribes have taken additional steps to ensure 

that the hunter will know what lies beyond his target.  For either type of shooting plan, the Tribal 

member seeking the permit is responsible for scouting the area and drafting the shooting plan, 

which includes identification of an adequate backstop within 125 yards.  Pl. Exh. 6 (Revised 

Shooting Plan Document).  See also Tr. 2-A-106 to -107 (testimony of Chris McGeshick 

describing the requirements of a tribal shooting plan).  The Tribes have now eliminated the so-

called “group hunting” provision.  Thus, only one shooting plan submitted by one person – the 

same person who scouted the location – will be approved per site.  Compare Pl. Exh. 2 (Revised 

Regulations § 6.20(4)(e)), with Final Revised Regulations (eliminating § 6.20(4)(e)).  

Furthermore, in response to comments made by the State during the preliminary injunction 

hearing, if the shooting plan was completed prior to Labor Day, the Tribal hunter must return to 

the location during daylight hours to scout the area again and ensure that significant changes 

(e.g., the addition of hazards) have not been made to the property.  Final Revised Regulations § 

6.20(5)(a).  As one more safety precaution, the Tribes added a new provision to the Final 

Revised Regulations that now explicitly requires the Tribal-member-hunter to “shine the 

established safe zone of fire and adequate backstop area prior to hunting in order to properly 

evaluate the night hunting location,” unless that member arrives at the shooting location during 

daylight hours.  Final Revised Regulations § 6.20(3)(a).   

These provisions regarding the creation of shooting plans and the required use of a light 

are far more stringent than the requirements of the CWD program.  Additionally, while CWD 

shooters hailed from all over the state, had little knowledge of the area they were shooting at, and 
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had not created the shooting plan for their shooting location, Tr. 3-P-157 to -158, evidence 

strongly suggests that Tribal members will continue to hunt at sites that are near their on-

reservation homes.  That is, they are likely to shoot at the same familiar locations where they 

engage in daytime hunting.  The Final Revised Regulations and the practice of Tribal member 

hunters will ensure that the nighttime hunter knows what lies beyond his/her target.  

IV. THE TRIBES’ PROPOSED SEASON IS SUITABLY TAILORED TO THE 
CHANGE IN CIRCUMSTANCES 

 
The Tribes originally proposed a nighttime deer hunting season that would begin on 

October 15th of each year and end on the first Sunday following New Years’ Day.  Pl. Exh. 1 

(Commission Order 2012-05, § 2.6.3.3).  Prior to and during the hearing on the Tribe’s motion 

for a preliminary injunction, however, the State argued that visibility is still restricted by foliage 

on October 15th.   Prelim. Inj. Transcript, 1st day at 189, 192, 221 (testimony of Randall Stark).  

In other words, the State argued that foliage might prevent the hunter from knowing his target 

and what lies beyond that target.    

The Tribes believed that these concerns were unwarranted and discriminatory.  State 

witness Chuck Horn admitted at the preliminary injunction hearing that the State shot deer at 

night under the CWD program during the summer months of 2002, when usership and foliage 

concerns are far more heightened than in late October.  Prelim. Inj. Transcript, 2nd day at 67 

(testimony of Charles Horn).  After discovery and witness depositions, the State admitted that 

“nighttime shooting occurred under the CWD deer shooting program between the months of 

April – November” in 2002.  Stipulated Facts ¶ 115.  The State has also admitted that it shot deer 

at night during October and November 2004 as part of the CWD program.  Stipulated Facts ¶ 

117.   
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  Despite this, in the Revised Regulations submitted to this Court in March 2013, the 

Tribes moved back the start of the nighttime deer season to November 1st, and the Final Revised 

Regulations have retained this feature.  Final Revised Regulations § 6.20(5) (noting that permits 

are only valid from November 1 to the close of the regular deer season).  Dr. Gilbert testified at 

the evidentiary hearing that any issue of foliage obstructing vision while hunting would be 

resolved by November 1st.  Tr. 1-P-33 (testimony of Dr. Gilbert).  This opinion was based on Dr. 

Gilbert’s personal notations of leaf-fall drop dates, which he had recorded for a number of years 

as part of his deer pellet group surveys, a tool used to estimate deer population.  The leaf-fall 

drop dates that Dr. Gilbert recorded indicated that leaves had typically fallen from the trees in the 

ceded territory somewhere between October 10th and October 15th.  Tr. 1-P-35 (testimony of Dr. 

Gilbert).   He had never recorded a leaf-drop date after November 1st.  Id.  The State offered no 

testimony to refute this.9   

Instead, the State claims that the use of the public lands is still significant during the first 

few weeks in November, and as a result, Tribal members should be prevented from harvesting 

deer during this time.  As an initial matter, even if non-Indians were making significant use of 

lands within the ceded territory at night during this time period – a fact that the Tribes strongly 

dispute – it would not counsel in favor of a different start date.  As the State’s own witnesses 

testified, hunting is safe, even if other persons are in the vicinity of the hunter, so long as the 

hunter shoots within his safe zone of fire and has an adequate backstop.  After all, the CWD 

                                                            
9 The State suggested at trial that foliage is still a concern because not all leaves will fall from 
oak trees by November 1st, and conifers will not lose their needles by November 1st (or ever).  In 
doing so they will show their true hand:  the State believes there are no conditions under which 
Tribal members should be permitted to hunt deer at night.  GLIFWC conservation wardens 
tasked with reviewing shooting plans under the Revised Regulations can and will review the 
locations requested by Tribal members and have the discretion to refuse to approve shooting 
plans in rare locations where visibility may be obstructed by conifers or oak trees. 
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nighttime shooting program occurred in southern portions of the State with population densities 

that are far greater than in the ceded territory.  CWD shooting occurred immediately adjacent to 

cross-country ski trails in public parks where no notices were posted of such shooting.  Tr. 3-P-

121 to -123.  CWD shooters even safely shot deer while civilians were present.  E.g., Pl. Exh. 78. 

More troubling is that the State’s claims are based on anecdotal stories about the use of 

public lands made by the State’s two expert witnesses:  Randall Stark and Timothy Lawhern.  

Neither of these gentlemen have lived in the ceded territory for more than a decade; at the time 

of the evidentiary hearing in this case, both held administrative jobs in Madison, Wisconsin.  The 

Tribes, however, presented the expert testimony of James Thannum to refute the State’s 

contentions.  Mr. Thannum lives in Ashland and works on the Bad River Indian Reservation, 

where his wife and son are enrolled members.  Tr. 2-P-96 to -97.  He was born and raised in 

Hayward, Wisconsin, and has lived in the ceded territory of Wisconsin for his entire life.  Tr. 2-

P-95. In addition to this personal knowledge base,10 Mr. Thannum is an expert in the analysis of 

demographic and recreational trends, and the use of natural resources.  Prior to completing his 

expert report in this case, he conducted extensive research to determine the rate and type of 

nighttime use that individuals make of public lands within the ceded territory during the first few 

weeks in November to determine whether those uses would conflict with tribal nighttime deer 

hunting.   

Mr. Thannum reviewed five years of annual Tribal deer harvest reports to determine the 

number of Tribal-member hunters and the locations they hunted.  See generally Tr. 2-P-110 to -

120.  In doing so he determined that an average of 2,183 Tribal members were issued deer 

                                                            
10 In addition to living in the ceded territory, Mr. Thannum has hunted grouse, rabbit, squirrel, 
and deer in the ceded territory.  Tr. 2-P-97.  He has hiked and camped in the Chequamegon 
National Forest, the Rainbow Lake Wilderness Area, and areas around St. Peter’s Dome.  Tr. 2-
P-99.  He has cross-country skied in Mt. Valhalla, by Washburn, Wisconsin.  Tr. 2-P-100. 
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hunting licenses in any given year, but only around 25% of the license holders harvested a deer.  

Tr. 2-P-121 to -122.  He assumed that fewer Tribal members would engage in nighttime deer 

hunting, given the stringent requirements in the Revised Regulations.  Tr. 2-P-114.  Then, Mr. 

Thannum used these same annual harvest reports to determine that nearly all of the Tribal 

harvest occurred in seven counties, and that this harvest concentration was due to a number of 

factors, including their close proximity to the Tribes’ reservations and the quantity of public 

lands within them.  Tr. 2-P-118 to -120.  

Next, Mr. Thannum testified that he attempted to determine what recreational activities 

would occur in these seven counties, because Tribal hunters could be expected to hunt in the 

same locations at night that they favor during the day.  Mr. Thannum first turned to the 

Wisconsin Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan, or SCORP, to determine the 

types of recreational activities undertaken in Wisconsin.  Tr. 2-P-121.  But since the SCORP is a 

state-wide survey, he used his personal experience as well as dozens of additional sources to 

determine (1) if those activities occurred in the ceded territory, (2) if those activities were likely 

to occur in the seven counties where Tribal members primarily harvest deer, and (3) if those 

activities were likely to occur during the months of November and December.  See, e.g., Tr. 2-P-

122 to -128.   He identified several activities that he sought to research in greater depth, 

including mountain biking, small game hunting (grouse), deer hunting (archery, nine-day), 

nongame hunting (coyotes, raccoons), ATV use, cross-country skiing, and snowmobiling.  Tr. 2-

P-128 to 2-P-130.  

For mountain biking, Mr. Thannum testified that his review of available sources indicated 

that persons either biked in established events, which occurred in the summer and early fall (not 

in November/December), or they used established trails, so there would be no conflict with tribal 
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nighttime deer hunting.  Tr. 3-A-11 to -13.  For hunting small game, Mr. Thannum noted that the 

activity was legal only during the day, and because Tribal members cannot hunt deer under the 

Revised Regulations until one hour after sunset, there would not be any conflict.  Tr. 3-A-14 to -

15.  For archery deer hunting (which must also occur during the day), Mr. Thannum determined 

that most persons hunted on private lands, where Tribal members could not hunt under the 

Revised Regulations.  Furthermore, density of archery hunters was extremely low in the seven 

counties where Tribal members harvested nearly all of their deer.  Tr. 3-A-15 to -19.  Thus, Mr. 

Thannum concluded that even if some hunters were tracking wounded deer after hunting hours 

had ended, the number would be so small that it would not pose a conflict with Tribal-member 

hunters.  Likewise, Mr. Thannum concluded that coyote hunting would not conflict with 

nighttime deer hunting because, among other things, most coyote hunting occurred outside of the 

ceded territory, and later in the winter.  Tr. 3-A-22 to 3-A-24.  Finally, the remaining activities 

would either occur on marked trails (where nighttime hunting could not occur under the Revised 

Regulations), or would occur only when there is deep snow, which would then reduce or 

eliminate the Tribal nighttime deer harvest, so they were not expected to conflict.  Tr. 3-A-26 to 

3-A-32. 

Mr. Thannum concluded that tourism in the ceded territory declines substantially after 

Labor Day, and declines even further following the conclusion of the fall color season.  The peak 

color season in the ceded territory typically arrives by early October and has never lasted into 

November.  The most common outdoor recreation activities in Wisconsin take place during the 

fall color season, and there are few recreational/tourist activities occurring within Northern 

Wisconsin’s vast acreage of public lands during night time hours from November 1st to the first 

Monday after New Years’ Day, which is one of the slowest activity periods in the year 
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characterized by significantly reduced visitation, little recreational activity and few tourism 

expenditures.  These conclusions are all supported by this Court’s prior decisions.  See, e.g., 

LCO VII at 1407 (“During the summer months, the greater part of the ceded territory is heavily 

populated with persons engaged in recreation: bikers, campers, hikers, swimmers, bird watchers, 

persons fishing, etc. In some areas, the recreational use of the public land increases tenfold 

during June, July, and August. Many of the people engaged in recreation use the same areas in 

which plaintiffs' members wish to harvest deer. After the Labor Day weekend the recreational 

use of public land decreases significantly”). 

If the State succeeds in pushing the start date of the Tribal season to after the nine-day 

deer-gun season, there will be little opportunity to harvest.  As explained by Dr. Heidi Stark 

during the evidentiary hearing in this case, strong cultural and religious beliefs preclude Tribal 

members from hunting deer when the snow is deep, when does are pregnant, and when bucks 

have lost their antlers.  While the State insinuated that these beliefs were fabricated for this case 

or of recent origin, this is simply not the case.  11 

Tribal members cannot be limited to exercising their federally protected hunting rights to 

only those time periods when the land is so inhospitable that no non-Indians users are present.  

The Tribes have a limited proposed season that extends for approximately two months and would 

allow nighttime shooting of deer during the same time period that CWD shooting occurred in 

                                                            
11 This Court could also take judicial notice of the Bad River Band’s Tribal Constitution, which 
is publicly available on the Tribe’s website at:  http://www.badriver-nsn.gov/legislative/bad-
river-constitution-a-bylaws. See Big Valley Band of Pomo Indians v. Superior Court of Lake 
County, 133 Cal. App. 4th 1185, 1992 (Cal. Ct. App. 2005) (noting that the tribe’s constitution 
and bylaws were judicially noticeable). This federally approved Constitution explicitly states the 
Tribal Council has the power to “establish a closed season on deer so as to prevent the taking of 
does while they are carrying their unborn young.”  Amended Constitution and Bylaws of the Bad 
River Band of the Lake Superior Tribe of Chippewa Indians of the State of Wisconsin, Art. VI, 
Section 1(n)(2)).  This provision has been in the Tribe’s Constitution for almost 40 years.   
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2002 and 2004.  This season is suitably tailored to the change in circumstance, and should not be 

altered.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 The record establishes that the Tribes’ nighttime deer hunting plan is “suitably tailored to 

changed circumstances” since it contains requirements that are as protective of public safety as 

those included in the Wisconsin CWD program and the 2012 nighttime wolf hunting regulations.  

This Court should therefore grant the Tribes’ Rule 60(b)(5) motion and modify the 1991 final 

judgment in this case to permit Tribal members to engage in nighttime deer hunting pursuant to 

the Final Revised Regulations. 

 
Respectfully submitted this 24th day of  

 July, 2015 
 
 /s/ Colette Routel 
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